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The U.S. government is not prepared to defend the United States in the 
coming artificial intelligence (AI) era. AI applications are transforming 
existing threats, creating new classes of threats, and further emboldening 
state and non-state adversaries to exploit vulnerabilities in our open 
society.1 AI systems will extend the range and reach of adversaries into 
the United States just as the missile age and terrorism brought threats 
closer to home. Because of AI, adversaries will be able to act with 
micro-precision, but at macro-scale and with greater speed. They will 
use AI to enhance cyber attacks and digital disinformation campaigns 
and to target individuals in new ways. AI will also help create precisely 
engineered biological agents. And adversaries will manipulate the AI 
systems we will rely upon.  

AI technologies exacerbate two existing national security challenges: 

• First, digital dependence in all walks of life increases vulnerabilities to cyber intrusion 
across every segment of our society: corporations, universities, government, private 
organizations, and the homes of individual citizens. In parallel, new sensors have 
flooded the modern world. The internet of things (IoT), cars, phones, homes, and social 
media platforms collect streams of data, which can then be fed into AI systems that can 
identify, target, and manipulate or coerce our citizens.2

• Second, state and non-state adversaries are challenging the United States below 
the threshold of direct military confrontation by using cyber attacks, espionage, 
psychological and political warfare, and financial instruments. Adversaries do not 
need AI to conduct widespread cyber attacks, exfiltrate troves of sensitive data about 
American citizens, interfere in our elections, or bombard us with malign information on 

Graphic 1.1: How AI is Transforming the Threat Landscape
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digital platforms. However, AI is starting to change these attacks in kind and in degree, 
creating new threats to the U.S. economy, critical infrastructure, and societal cohesion.3 
Moreover, these AI-enabled capabilities will be used across the spectrum of conflict. 
They will be used as tools of first resort in non-military conflicts, as a prelude to military 
actions, or in concert with military actions in war.

Americans are waking to some of the privacy implications of their digital dependence 
and the potential threats from AI-powered malign information, like deep fakes. However, 
debate in the United States has not yet accounted for the full scope and danger of the AI-
enabled threats and the overall security risks to the AI systems all around us. The prospect 
of adversaries using machine learning (ML), planning, and optimization to create systems 
to manipulate citizens’ beliefs and behavior in undetectable ways is a gathering storm.4 
Most concerning is the prospect that adversaries will use AI to create weapons of mass 
influence to use as leverage during future wars, in which every citizen and organization 
becomes a potential target. 

““The prospect of adversaries 
using machine learning, 
planning, and optimization to 
create systems to manipulate 
citizens’ beliefs and behavior in 
undetectable ways is a gathering 
storm.  Most concerning is the 
prospect that adversaries will 
use AI to create weapons of mass 
influence to use as leverage 
during future wars, in which 
every citizen and organization 
becomes a potential target.”
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Societal  
Level Impact.

The rest of this chapter discusses five AI-related threats that already have 
been, or soon will be, developed and used against the United States. 

1. AI-Enabled Information Operations. 

AI and associated technologies will increase the magnitude, precision, and persistence 
of adversarial information operations. AI exacerbates the problem of malign information in 
three ways:

• Message. AI can produce original text-based content and manipulate images, audio, 
and video, including through generative adversarial network (GAN)-enabled and 
reinforcement learning (RL) deep fakes that will be very difficult to distinguish from 
authentic messages.
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• Audience. AI can construct profiles of individuals’ preferences, behaviors, and beliefs to 
target specific audiences with specific messages.

• Medium. AI can be embedded within platforms, such as through ranking algorithms, to 
proliferate malign information.

AI-enabled malign information campaigns will not just send one powerful message to 1 
million people, like 20th century propaganda. They also will send a million individualized 
messages—configured on the basis of a detailed understanding of the targets’ digital lives, 
emotional states, and social networks.5 Rival states are already using AI-powered malign 
information. For example, according to Taiwan authorities, China’s government tested its 
AI-powered malign information capacities during the 2020 Taiwan elections.6 A National 
Basketball Association general manager was harassed on social media for supporting 
protesters in Hong Kong, in an effort that may have involved autonomous bots.7 Other 
techniques rely on AI-generated fake personas.8 The control and manipulation of digital 
information has become central to the Kremlin’s strategy, including in efforts to undermine 
the integrity of the democratic process in the United States and elsewhere.9

In the United States, the private sector has taken the leading role in combating foreign 
malign information. Social media companies in particular have extensive operations to track 
and manage information on their platforms. But coordination between the government and 
the social media firms remains ad hoc. We need a more integrated public-private response 
to the problem of foreign-generated disinformation. Moreover, the government needs to 
devote greater attention and resources to the technical challenges of detection, attribution, 
and media authentication. The government should:

Create a Joint Interagency Task Force and Operations Center. Congress has authorized 
a Foreign Malign Influence Response Center to be established within the Office of the 
Director of National Intelligence (ODNI).10 The government should use this authority to 
create a technologically advanced, 24-hour task force and operations center to lead and 
integrate government efforts to counter foreign-sourced malign information. It would survey 
the landscape of relevant public and private actors, coordinate among them, and act in 
real time to counter foreign information campaigns. To expose, attribute, and respond 
effectively, the center must be equipped with modern AI-enabled digital tools and staff 
with specialized expertise.

Fund the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) to coordinate multiple 
research programs to detect, attribute, and disrupt AI-enabled malign information 
campaigns and to authenticate the provenance of digital media. Additional funding would 
amplify ongoing DARPA research programs to detect synthetic media and expand its 
efforts into attributing and disrupting malign information campaigns.11 However promising 
some of these detection technologies may prove to be individually, funding to develop 
alternative technologies to authenticate the provenance of the digital media will provide 
a more technologically robust means to prevent the impersonation of trusted sources 
of information.12 DARPA should pursue these programs and help transition all of these 
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technologies and applications to government departments and agencies, in order to assist 
with detecting, attributing, and disrupting malign information campaigns in real time.

Create a task force to study the use of AI and complementary technologies, including 
the development and deployment of standards and technologies, for certifying content 
authenticity and provenance. The White House Office of Science and Technology 
Policy should take the lead in creating this task force. In response to the challenges 
of misinformation, efforts are underway to develop standards and pipelines aimed at 
certifying the authenticity and provenance of audiovisual content.13 These efforts make 
use of technologies, including encryption and fragile watermarking, to secure and track 
the expected transformations of content via production and transmission pipelines. 
These efforts offer the opportunity to mitigate malign information campaigns that seek to 
corrupt or spoof highly trusted sources of information across our digital ecosystem. This 
technology area is ripe for public-private partnership. Several private organizations are 
already forming to fight disinformation efforts in this realm.14

2. Data Harvesting and Targeting of Individuals.

Data security is a national security problem. “Ad-tech” has become “natsec-tech.” Potential 
adversaries will recognize what every advertiser and social media company knows: AI 
is a powerful targeting tool. Just as AI-powered analytics transformed the relationship 
between companies and consumers, now it is transforming the relationship between 
governments and individuals. The broad circulation of personal data drives commercial 
innovation but also creates vulnerabilities.15 We fear that adversaries’ systematic efforts 
to harvest data on U.S. companies, individuals, and the government is about more than 
traditional espionage.16 Adversaries will combine widely available commercial data with 
data acquired illicitly—as in the 2015 Office of Personnel Management hack—to track, 
manipulate, and coerce individuals.17 The reach of tools that China, for instance, uses 

““Potential adversaries will 
recognize what every advertiser 
and social media company 
knows: AI is a powerful targeting 
tool.”
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to monitor, control, and coerce its own citizens—big data analytics, surveillance, and 
propaganda—can be extended beyond its borders and directed at foreigners.18 Without 
adequate data protection, AI makes it harder for anyone to hide his or her financial situation, 
patterns of daily life, relationships, health, and even emotions. Personal and commercial 
vulnerabilities become national security weaknesses as adversaries map individuals, 
networks, and social fissures in society; predict responses to different stimuli; and model 
how best to manipulate behavior or cause harm. The rise and spread of these techniques 
represent a major counterintelligence challenge.19

For the government to treat the data of its citizens and businesses as a national security asset, 
substantial changes are required in the way we think about data security and in our policies 
and laws to strengthen it. We need to identify categories and combinations of personal 
and commercial data that are most sensitive. Early efforts to limit foreign adversaries’ data 
harvesting—such as the government’s decision to force a Chinese company to relinquish 
ownership of a popular dating application for fear of what a hostile adversary could do with 
sensitive private data20—represent important initial steps. However, the government lacks 
a broad approach with clear policies, criteria, or authorities to confront this multifaceted 
problem. The government should:

Develop policies that treat data security as national security, including in these areas: 

• First, from a technical standpoint, the government must ensure that a security 
development lifecycle approach is in place for its own AI systems (including 
commercial systems it acquires), which should include a focus on potential privacy 
attacks.21 Red teaming must include privacy expertise. Government databases should 
be federated and anonymized whenever possible, and personal data retained no longer 
than is necessary, in order to make it more difficult for adversaries to utilize information 
for malicious purposes.

• Second, the government should ensure that data privacy and security are priority 
considerations as part of larger efforts to strengthen foreign investment screening and 
supply chain intelligence and risk management.22

• Third, national efforts to legislate and regulate data protection and privacy must 
integrate national security considerations, such as limiting the ability of hostile 
foreign actors to acquire sensitive data on Americans on the commercial market.23

3. Accelerated Cyber Attacks. 

Malware in the AI era will be able to mutate into thousands of different forms once it is lodged 
on a computer system. Such mutating polymorphic malware already accounts for more than 
90% of malicious executable files.24 Deep RL tools can already find vulnerabilities, conceal 
malware, and attack selectively.25 While it is uncertain which methods will dominate, there 
is a clear path for U.S. adversaries to transform the effectiveness of cyber attack and 
espionage campaigns with an ensemble of new and old algorithmic means to automate, 
optimize, and inform attacks.26 This goes beyond AI-enhanced malware. Machine learning 
has current and potential applications across all the phases of cyber attack campaigns 
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““Machine learning has current 
and potential applications across 
all the phases of cyber attack 
campaigns ...”
and will change the nature of cyber warfare and cyber crime.27 The expanding application 
of existing AI cyber capabilities will make cyber attacks more precise and tailored, 
further accelerate and automate cyber warfare, enable stealthier and more persistent 
cyberweapons, and make cyber campaigns more effective on a larger scale. 

U.S. defenses have proven incapable of handling even more elementary cyber challenges. 
Vulnerabilities remain open in outdated infrastructure and medical devices, while new 
vulnerabilities are proliferating in 5G networks, billions of IoT devices, and in software supply 
chains.28 The multibillion-dollar global damage caused by Russia’s 2017 NotPetya attack 
concretely demonstrates the power of even basic automated malware, the risk tolerance 
of capable state actors, and the consequences of such capabilities proliferating.29 Though 
defensive applications of AI bring the promise to improve our national cyber defenses, 
AI can’t defend inherently vulnerable digital infrastructure. To address the present 
threat, Congress must continue implementing the Cyberspace Solarium Commission’s 
recommendations.30 With this foundation for cyber defense, the U.S. can prepare for 
expanding threats via testing and building the instrumented infrastructure required for AI-
enabled cyber defenses, establishing better incentives for security, properly organizing to 
meet the challenge, and keeping attackers off balance. Pervasive cyber-enabled espionage 
and attacks on U.S. computer networks and critical infrastructure will continue—and will 
become more damaging with AI—unless urgent federal action is taken. The government 
should:

Develop and deploy AI-enabled defenses against cyber attacks. National security 
agencies need to acquire the sensors and instrumentation needed to train AI systems 
to detect and respond to threats on their networks. AI-enabled cyber defenses will also 
need large-scale, instrumented, and realistic testing, and they must be robust enough 
to withstand adversarial attacks. The defenses should be employed to expand machine 
speed information sharing, behavior-based anomaly detection, and malware mitigation 
across government networks. To capitalize on these capabilities, the government should 
accelerate the establishment of a Joint Cyber Planning and Operations Center, modeled 
after the National Counterterrorism Center.31 The Center would serve as a centralized cyber 
intelligence sharing and collaboration unit with multi-agency jurisdiction and authorities to 
investigate threats, proactively support defensive mitigations, and coordinate responses.

Recommendation
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4. Adversarial AI. 

AI systems represent a new target for attack. While we are on the front edge of this 
phenomenon, commercial firms and researchers have documented attacks that involve 
evasion, data poisoning, model replication, and exploiting traditional software flaws to 
deceive, manipulate, compromise, and render AI systems ineffective.32 This threat is related 
to, but distinct from, traditional cyber activities, because AI systems will be vulnerable to 
adversarial attacks from any domain where AI augments action—civilian or military.33 Given 
the reliance of AI systems on large data sets and algorithms, even small manipulations of 
these data sets or algorithms can lead to consequential changes for how AI systems operate. 
The threat is not hypothetical: adversarial attacks are happening and already impacting 
commercial ML systems.34 With rare exceptions, the idea of protecting AI systems has 
been an afterthought in engineering and fielding AI systems, with inadequate investment 
in research and development.35 Only three of 28 organizations recently surveyed have “the 
right tools in place to secure their ML systems.”36 There has not yet been a uniform effort 
to integrate AI assurance across the entire U.S. national security enterprise. To improve AI 
“assurance,” the government should: 

Create a National AI Assurance Framework. All government agencies will need to develop 
and apply an adversarial ML threat framework to address how key AI systems could be 
attacked and should be defended. An analytical framework can help to categorize threats to 
government AI systems and assist analysts with detecting, responding to, and remediating 
threats and vulnerabilities.37

 
Create dedicated red teams for adversarial testing. Red teams should assume an offensive 
posture, trying to break systems and make them violate rules for appropriate behavior. 
Because of the scarcity of required expertise and experience for AI red teams, DoD and 
ODNI should consider establishing government-wide communities of AI red-teaming 
capabilities that could be applied to multiple AI developments.38

5. AI-Enabled Biotechnology. 

Biology is now programmable. New technologies such as the gene editing tool CRISPR 
ushered in an era where humans are able to edit DNA. Combined with massive computing 
power and AI, innovations in biotechnology may provide novel solutions for mankind’s most 
vexing challenges, including in health, food production, and environmental sustainability. 
Like other powerful technologies, however, applications of biotechnology can have a dark 
side. The COVID-19 pandemic reminded the world of the dangers of a highly contagious 
pathogen. AI may enable a pathogen to be specifically engineered for lethality or to target 
a genetic profile—the ultimate range and reach weapon. Also, AI, when applied to biology, 
could optimize for the physiological enhancement of human beings, including intelligence 
and physical attributes. To the extent that brain waves can be represented as a machine 
vision challenge for AI, the mysteries of the brain may be unlocked and programmed. 
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Individuals, societies, and states will have different moral and ethical views and accept 
different degrees of risk in the name of progress, and U.S. competitors are comparatively 
likely to take more risk-tolerant actions and conform less rigidly to bioethical norms and 
standards. China understands the tremendous upside associated with leading the bio 
revolution. Massive genomic data sets at places like BGI Group (formerly known as the 
Beijing Genomics Institute), coupled with China’s now-global genetic data collection 
platform and “all-of-nation” approach to AI, will make them a formidable competitor in the 
bio realm.39 BGI may be serving, wittingly or unwittingly, as a global collection mechanism 
for Chinese government genetic databases, providing China with greater raw numbers and 
diversity of human genome samples as well as access to sensitive personal information 
about key individuals around the world.40 The United States cannot afford to look back in 10 
years and be “surprised” by the biotechnology equivalent of Huawei. Additionally, Russia’s 
long-standing disregard for scientific norms and bioethical principles, demonstrated by its 
development and employment of novel nerve agents such as Novichok for assassination 
attempts and U.S. government concerns over Russia’s compliance with the Biological 
Weapons Convention, could presage a willingness to utilize advanced biotechnology 
abilities for nefarious purposes.41 The government should:

Increase the profile of biosecurity and biotechnology issues within U.S. national security 
agencies. Given how AI will substantially increase the rate of technical advancement 
in biotechnology, the government should update the National Biodefense Strategy to 
include a wider vision of biological threats, such as human enhancement, exploitation of 
genetic data for malicious ends, and ways U.S. competitors could utilize biotechnology 
or biodata advantages for novel purposes. Additionally, U.S. officials should warn of the 
dangers associated with foreign actors obtaining personal genetic information, specifically 
highlighting concerns about the links between BGI and the Chinese government.42
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